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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K., PXand fixed-point free maps, Topology and its Applications 5 I ( 1993 ) 19 1- 195. 
We prove that if X is a finite-dimensional paracompact space then for every fixed-point free 
homeomorphism J: X + X its Stone extension /3f: /3X -+ PX is also fixed-point free. In addition, 
we construct an example of a (necessarily infinite-dimensional) locally compact separable metriz- 
able space X having a fixed-point free homeomorphism .f such that /3f has a fixed-point. 
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I. Introduction 
All spaces under discussion are Tychonofl If X is a space then every homeomorph- 
km f: X + X extends to a homeomorphism pf: PX + PX. It is natural to wonder 
whether a fixed-point free homeomorphism f: X + X can have the property that pf 
has a fixed-point. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a jinite-dimensional paracompact space. If f: X + X has a 
jixed-point free closed map with ord( f ) < w, andp=(I+dimX)-(l+ord(f)), then 
there is an open cover ( Ui : i s p} of X with Ui n f -+ Ui = 0 for i s p. [Note i s p means 
OS iGp.1 
In particular it follows that if X is a finite-dimensional paracompact space and 
if f: X -) X is a homeomorphism with no fixed-point then /3f has no fixed-point. 
To see this, first observe that /3X can be thought of as the space consisting of all 
closed ultrafilters on X. So if { Q : i s p} is as in Theorem 1 .l then for every q E PX 
there exist i up and A E q such that A c Ui. Then f ‘A E pf(q) and since A and 
f ‘A are disjoint, this shows that q # /3f (4). 
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Corollary 1.2. If X is paracompact and strongly zero-dimensional, then for each 
Jixed-point free homeomorphism h of’ X there is a disjoint open cover ( ui : i < 3) of x 
with Ui n h + Ui = fl for i < 3. 
The following example shows that Theorem 1.1 is best possible. 
Example 1.3. There are a locally compact separable metrizable space X and a 
fixed-point free autohomeomorphism h of X such that ph is not fixed-point free. 
Eiteprans [31 showed independently but later that if Q denotes the space of rational 
numbers, then for no fixed-point free homeomorphism .f: Q--AD, fif has a fixed-point. 
Watson [4] showed independently but later that there exist a first countable space 
X and a fixed-point free autohomeomorphism h of X such that ph is not fixed-point 
free. He also raised the question of whether the space of irrational numbers P has 
a fixed-point free autohomeomorphism f such that /3f has a fixed-point. Corollary 
1.2 answers this question in the negative. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1. I 
If f: X + X is a function, then the order, ord(f), off is the cardinal number 
supw WJI: x E x). 
So ord(f) c o means that there exists n < o such that each fiber f’({x}) contains 
at most n points. 
Let & be a family of subsets of a set X. By the order, ord(&), of & we mean the 
largest integer n such that the family d contains n sets with nonempty intersection, 
or 00, if no such number exists. 
For standard facts on dimension theory we refer the reader to Engelking [2, 
Chapter 71. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For some K there is an inoexed locally finite open cover 
{A,: & K} of X such that A& nf'A, = (b for (< K, since f is fixed-point free. For 
each &K we will construct an open cover ( I >,,: i&v)- of A.!C in such a way that if 
Uq,i = U V6.i for i S p, 
EC V 
then for all q < K we have 
~_ 
Q1 n.f ‘L:,., =0 for i6y, 
ord$,I.,: i<p) < 1 +dim A’. 
(4,) 
(2,) 
The construction: We note that ( lo) and (2,) hold since t+0 for i<p, and that 
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since .f is a closed map and (A,: (< K} is an indexed locally finite cover. Hence 
when constructing { Vq,i : i s p} for an v < K we may assume (1 J and (2,)) to hold. 
Let’s do so. For is p define 
These sets are closed since f is a continuous closed function. We claim that 
Indeed, from (2,) we see that 
ord{f’ &,; : i s p} s 1 + dim X, 
ord{f’ U,,i : i s p} s (I+ dim X) l ord(f), 
ord{Fi: i~p}~l+dimX+(l+dimX)-ord(f)=p. 
Since we consider Fi for 0s i s p our claim follows. 
Our claim implies that 
(a) {A,\6 : i s p} covers A,. 
Also, (l,J and the definition of the F, implies 
(b) 0q.i n c =v), for &p. 
Since dim A T) s dim X, the lemma below implies that A, has an open cover { Vi : is p} 
such that 
(c) A,n Uvir &and cn Fi=fl, . 
(d) ord( Vi : i<p}s l+dim X. 
Define 
V ,,,=A,nl(, isp. 
We check (1 q+E) and (2q+2). Note that 
Hence (2,,+,) simply follows from (2,), (d) and the first part of(c). Also, since (1J 
holds, and c nf’ fl E A,, nf'& = (4, in order to prove (1 r) +,) it suffices to prove that 
Indeed, from the second part of (c) we see that 
U,,, nf ‘c sincef”ij,,, c F;:, 
and 
V,,, n f + U,.i = v) since f 4 Uq.i G Fi* 
This completes the construction of the V,,,. Now clearly L’i = U,. K uq,i is as 
required. Cl 
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Lemma 2.1. Let X be normal. Let { Gi : i s p} be a closed family in X with ord{ Gi : i d 
p} < 1 + dim X. Let { Wi : i s p} be an open cover qf X such that Gi c Wi for i s p. 
Then there is an open cot)er { C’,: i<p) of Xsuch that ord{ rl: i<pl< 1 +dim A-and G,c I’( 
and V,E W, -for is p. 
Proof. Since X is normal, we can find an open family { Qi : i s p} in X with Gi E Qj 
and Qi E Wi such that 
(a) nrcl o,=@ if &, G,=0, for Isp+ 1. 
For i sp choose an open Pi in X with 
Gi C, Pi and Fi C_ Qi. 
NOW let Y = X\Uisp Pi. Moreover let P = Ui Pi. Clearly Y is normal and dim Y 6 
dim X, since Y is closed in X. Moreover, 
is an open cover of X since F, c Qi for i s p. it follows that Y has a closed cover 
(Si : i s p} such that ord{Si : i<p) < 1 +dim X and 
(b) SiEQiU(Wi\P) for isp. 
We now claim that for each x E X 
(c) ord,{S,uPi:i~p}~ l+dim X. 
Indeed, consider x E X. If x e Ui-_ ,., pi then (c) is obvious, while if x E Uisp pi then 
(c) follows from (a) and (b). Since X is normal we can find open v for i s p such 
that S,u& l’, and p,~ M’, and & P,=0 if nie, (S, uP,)=S. Clearly U, C;Z 
UiSiUUi Pi=X* 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By Theorem 1.1 there is an open cover { V,, V, 9 Vz} of X 
such that h[ Vi] n Vi = 0 for every i c 3. By Engelking [2, Theorem 7.2.41 there exists 
a disjoint open cover % = ( Uo, U, , U2} of X such that Ui c v for every i. Then % 
is clearly as required. 0 
3. The example 
If S” ctt.lotes the n-sphere and ar : S” 4 S” is the antipodal map, then every closed 
cover 9 of S” such that F n a * F = (3 for FE 9 has at least n + 2 elements (Dugundji 
[ 1, Chapter 16, Corollary 6.2( 3) 1. Let X be x,,>, P, the topological sum of the SO, 
and let h be defined by the requirement that h r S” is the antipodal map of S”, for 
n3 1. 
Assume that ph has no fixed-point. Then there is a finite closed cover 9 of PX 
with h’FnF=(3 for FE@. Pick m so large that 19(-2<m. Then %=9nSSm is 
a closed cover of .c’” no element of which contains an antipodal pair. This implies 
that m + 2 5 1 %I d 191, which is obviously a contradiction. 
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Note by the editor 
I am indebted to Fons van Engelen for finding an error in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and 
to Fons van Engelen and Klaas Pieter Hart for correcting it. 
